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 Exposure assessment should be
 integrated in studies on the

 prevention and management of
 occupational asthma
 Dick Heederik,1 Frits van Rooy12

 Evidence-based medicine (EBM)
 approaches have recently been applied to
 occupational asthma.12 The EBM docu

 ment by Newman Taylor et a\x for
 occupational asthma evaluates, among
 other issues, the existence of exposure
 response relations for sensitisation and
 asthma. The cited references indeed pro
 vide evidence that exposure-response
 curves exist for certain high molecular

 weight allergens. The risk for allergen
 specific sensitisation and asthma increases
 steeply with increasing allergen exposure,
 especially in atopies.3 More sensitised
 individuals express respiratory symptoms
 at higher exposure than at low exposure.4

 The time to development of allergy is
 shorter at higher exposures than at lower
 exposure.5

 The question arises of what the impli
 cations of all these findings are with
 regard to primary prevention of allergic
 respiratory disease? Exposure-response
 relations suggest that lowering the expo
 sure will reduce the burden of disease.
 Some direct evidence exists which illus

 trates that reduction of exposure leads to
 reduction of disease burden. Reduction of

 the exposure, by introducing powder-free
 gloves, led to a reduction in the number of
 sensitised and asthmatic workers.6 This

 conclusion is based on ecological evidence
 as well as longitudinal intervention stu
 dies. The effect of exposure reductions on
 sensitisation in more complex situations,

 with multiple determinants of exposure,
 is not as clearly established. Uncertainty
 exists as to whether the risk for develop
 ing enzyme-related sensitisation and
 asthma in the detergent industry has
 reduced, because incidence data for the
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 appropriate population at risk have not
 been collected.7 A reduction in the inci

 dence of sensitisation has been suggested
 in laboratory animal workers with expo
 sure to urinary allergens, on the basis of a
 pre-post intervention comparison within
 a retrospective cohort. The intervention
 consisted of the introduction of a code of

 practice, engineering controls and educa
 tional lectures. However, because the
 population at risk was defined inappro
 priately in the calculation of annual
 incidence and migration out of the work
 force seemed high, especially in more
 recent years, the presented incidence
 figures might underestimate the true
 incidence. In addition, changes in allergen
 level were not monitored which also
 limits the interpretation.8

 Second, with regard to progression of
 disease, different opinions seem to exist.
 Continuation of exposure is associated
 with progression of symptoms.9 Specific
 work-related sensitised workers with high
 exposure have more symptoms than those
 with low exposure.5 10 This suggests also
 that even in sensitised workers the pre
 sence and severity of symptoms is expo
 sure-related. Similarly, exposure reduction

 may influence the presence and severity of
 symptoms in sensitised workers.
 Vandenplas et al compared results from
 studies involving complete elimination
 (174 individuals) or exposure reduction
 (102 individuals) from six studies and
 concluded that the likelihood of improve
 ment or resolution of symptoms or of
 preventing deterioration is greater in
 workers who have no further exposure
 to the causative agent.11 In contrast,
 Beach et al conclude, on the basis of a
 detailed and structured EBM evaluation
 involving the same evidence, that "the
 evidence regarding outcomes for workers
 who reduce, rather than cease, their
 exposure is insufficient to draw firm
 conclusions'7.2 Why is the available evi
 dence considered insufficient and what

 are some of the problems with most
 available intervention studies?

 A closer inspection of the literature on
 exposure cessation versus reduction,
 shows that among other methodolo
 gical shortcomings, objective informa
 tion on the intervention variable
 (exposure) is either not documented
 or in most cases based on subjective
 judgment only. Quantitative informa
 tion is usually not collected. We know
 from the literature that exposure
 reductions are difficult to evaluate
 using subjective approaches and bias
 is a major complicating factor.12 Thus
 if and to what extent the exposure

 was truly reduced is not known and
 this potentially affects the internal
 validity; changes in outcome may not
 be related to changes in exposure only.
 Thus we cannot be certain if a
 reduction actually took place, and if
 it was relevant and sufficient enough
 to reduce symptoms or signs such as
 bronchial hyper-responsiveness or
 inflammation.

 Even if we conclude that some of
 these interventions were effective,
 external validity is still an issue. We
 cannot compare results across studies
 because we cannot compare exposure
 levels and exposure changes across
 studies.

 Thus, at best there is uncertainty
 whether exposure cessation is the only
 reasonable option to manage sensitiser
 induced occupational asthma. The scien
 tific basis on the effect of exposure
 reduction strategies is limited and the
 quality of the exposure assessment com
 ponent does not allow firm conclusions.
 Most intervention studies involving

 respiratory allergy can best be charac
 terised as "complex intervention stu
 dies'7.13 Complex interventions consist of
 several intervention components.
 Evaluation is known to be difficult
 because of problems with developing,
 identifying, documenting and reproducing
 the intervention. Such interventions clo

 sely resemble occupational healthcare
 practice, where several components can
 be identified to control exposure because
 several determinants of exposure exist
 (tasks, technologies, personal protective
 equipment, etc). These circumstances

 make it even more necessary to monitor
 the effect of interventions by following
 changes in exposure.

 These observations have several impli
 cations:

 There is a need for well-designed
 intervention studies among indivi
 duals with occupational asthma
 aimed at establishing the effect of
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 gradual exposure reductions. Exposure
 reduction is worthy of discussion
 because it is an alternative to abrupt
 unemployment and loss of quality of
 life and income. However, such stu
 dies also involve ethical issues, which
 need to be explored further and
 balanced against the potential advan
 tages. When undertaken, sound quan
 titative exposure assessment
 methodology needs application in
 intervention studies in order to assess

 intervention effects objectively.
 The past decade has seen the emer
 gence of core concepts, usually
 described as "evidence-based medi
 cine'7. These are used to evaluate the
 available scientific literature to obtain

 general conclusions and generate
 recommendations to be used in pro
 fessional standards and future
 research agendas. It has been recog
 nised that different study topics in
 EBM require different evaluation tools
 that go beyond the evaluation of
 quality of the classical randomised
 controlled trial or other epidemiologi
 cal designs.14 Thus specific "evidence
 based" tools need to be developed for
 the evaluation of the exposure assess
 ment components of occupational
 studies, possibly even specific for
 exposure assessment for asthma. The

 tools should give an assessment of the
 quality of the exposure assessment
 component of a study with focus on
 potential biases which affect the
 exposure proxy or the resulting expo
 sure response relation. If we do not
 succeed in developing such tools we

 will make incorrect inferences based
 on clinical, epidemiological and
 hygiene literature.

 It is probably needless to say that
 asthma research benefited considerably
 from recent developments in the field of
 exposure assessment. Good exposure
 assessment practices will also in the
 future contribute to our understanding
 of the prevention and management of
 occupational allergy and asthma.

 Competing interests: None declared.
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